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ABSTRACT
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This paper reports findings from two studies of student writing performance carried out in undergraduate political science courses to
test whether low-cost interventions could lead to improvements in
writing outcomes. Students enrolled in an introductory comparative
politics course (N ¼ 180) and a sophomore-level survey course
(N ¼ 101) were randomly assigned to receive short instruction sessions in specific writing skills led by a faculty member or senior
graduate student. In the first experiment, half the class received
explicit instruction on writing (focusing on two specific skills from a
comprehensive rubric that we subsequently coded their papers
against) while the other half did not. In the second experiment, all
students received general writing instruction, but the treatment
group also received detailed instruction in the use of a writing-skills
rubric that formed the basis for evaluating students’ performance on
written assignments. In both cases, the post-treatment difference
between groups was small but showed an improvement in the specific skills taught, while showing no change or slightly decreased
performance in related skills that were not explicitly taught. We conclude that limited interventions of the sort we were able to engage
in were not sufficient to bring about a meaningful improvement in
student performance, but the preliminary evidence suggests that the
use of rubrics as a pedagogical tool, combined with repeated smallscale interventions, may be effective if targeted and/or repeated
across a course or curriculum.
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Introduction
Teaching students to write according to the norms and expectations of a given academic
field is an important task, but not one that individual political science (or other academic) departments are usually able to devote a substantial amount of time to. Instead,
these are often seen as skills that will be taught by freshman writing programs, English
departments … or whoever else’s job it is at the university. Meanwhile, in instances
where teaching writing in the discipline is valued, interventions as currently practiced
can be costly and time-consuming for faculty, graduate students and administrators.
This paper presents findings from two experimental studies of student writing performance undertaken in the 2017–18 academic year to establish whether low-cost interventions utilizing a writing-skills rubric lead to improvements in writing performance.
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Taken together, the results of these studies imply that brief lessons or exercises students
only encounter once or twice during a semester are not by themselves sufficient to
meaningfully affect writing outcomes. However, small improvements in the skills we
focused on suggest that explicit, short-duration instruction does seem to produce some
measurable impact, such that slightly more intense and/or frequent interventions than
those carried out here may indeed produce demonstrably positive effects, as may repetition across the undergraduate curriculum.
The authors’ interest in this study was motivated by their earlier participation in designing a pedagogical website for political science majors featuring writing exercises that students could complete, either on their own or with the guidance of teaching assistants and
faculty. During this process, it became obvious that while instructors often had a great
deal of practical intuition for what might be effective in assisting students with their writing, there was little empirical evidence to support these conjectures. This proved problematic for two reasons. First, instructors interested in implementing writing exercises wanted
to know how they could be certain the exercises would be effective; this was a particular
concern for younger, untenured faculty needing to balance teaching and research efforts.
Second, it was unclear just how much effort would have to be expended in order to produce non-trivial results (e.g., would modeling specific writing best-practices one time be
sufficient, or would iterative efforts be required and, if so, of what duration and intensity?). These questions ultimately formed the basis for undertaking this research.
Below we begin by discussing the limited studies that exist concerning empirical
assessments of writing instruction within the discipline of political science. Next, we
examine the evidence for employing rubrics in the teaching of writing. The second half
of the article assesses the two experiments we conducted to explore the effectiveness of
utilizing rubrics in college-level writing instruction, a technique that has barely been
studied in the social science or higher education context. Although the results of these
initial experiments were inconclusive, the lessons learned from implementing them indicate that employing rubric-based instruction for the teaching of writing skills represents
a promising area for further research.

Literature review: Writing in political science
The ability to write well has been frequently cited as a critical skill for those graduating
from political science programs. In particular, it has been connected to the communication
skills required in popular career fields, including legal, policy, and consulting work
(Baglione 2008; Breuning, Parker, and Ishiyama 2001; Pennock 2011; Sherman and
Waismel-Manor 2003; Szarejko and Carnes 2018). The importance of critical thinking to
our discipline’s civic education mission has also been highlighted as a reason for employing
writing-to-learn approaches in the discipline (Gentry 2010; McKinlay 2013; Suarez 2017).1
However, while writing assessment can be effective both as a way to measure student
learning and as a formative tool where the acquisition of writing skills is a goal in and
of itself, political science instructors face considerable resource costs in implementing
writing tasks, particularly in introductory and otherwise large courses (Ishiyama and
Breuning 2008; Franklin, Weinberg, and Reifler 2014). Nevertheless, efforts made to
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improve student writing and research bring potential benefits to the instructor, often
leading to papers that are less onerous to read and grade (Baglione 2008, 596).
Currently there are two main approaches to teaching writing at the post-secondary
level. The first of these consists of deploying a Writing Across the Curriculum (WAC)
program. The second and more typical method involves offering first-year composition/
expository writing courses. Both approaches, however, have inherent weaknesses and
involve notable tradeoffs.
WAC programs have been shown to lead to considerable improvements in student
writing, but their implementation is time- and resource-intensive, which may (and often
does) lead to already over-burdened faculty members balking at taking on these additional commitments (Walvoord 2000). This hesitation is reasonable, given the connections that have been observed between increased teaching loads and burnout (Lackritz
2004; Watts and Robertson 2011) and the fact that faculty in the field are simultaneously facing growing pressures to devote more time to teaching (June 2011), administrative tasks (Flaherty 2014), and publishing and promoting their research (Leahy 2007;
van Dalen and Henkins 2012).
Meanwhile, freshman composition or expository writing courses often fail to adequately
address the norms and conventions of disciplinary writing, even though students will do
much if not most of their longer-form writing in the discipline they major in. But the
perpetuation of this model is understandable. As Michael Carter points out, most professors and teaching faculty themselves learned how to write within the norms of their field
by a slow, gradual process of acculturation and discursive iteration, not as the result of
specific training. “Writing” thus appears to them as either an inherent talent and beyond
explanation, or else as a set of generalizable skills to be learned outside the discipline
(2007, 385; see also Russell 1991). However, the composition/expository writing model
has significant drawbacks beyond just leaving new majors trying to figure out for themselves how political scientists use evidentiary claims and persuasive argumentation in their
writing. An important critique is that courses emphasizing composition skills without
explaining the way that teaching materials are used in a particular context tend to reify
ideas of texts as being authoritative or sources of “facts” rather than as representing discourses into which students can enter as participants (Greene 1993; Wineburg 1991; see
also Bazerman 1980). Even when introductory writing courses are made to carry significant disciplinary content, this can lead to a similar outcome (Greene 1993, 60). Moreover,
students may engage in incorrect skills transfer, misapplying the lessons of one discipline
to another and/or internalizing the idea of writing as a purely instrumental way to show
off the factual knowledge that they have acquired.
This may result in students entering their chosen major without an understanding of
how scholars in that discipline write. For political science, this often means an inability
to see theories as ongoing debates subject to new evidence, or to understand where
making normative claims is inappropriate or beyond the scope of a writing assignment.
On top of this, even when students are aware of an ongoing academic conversation,
they often feel that there is nothing left to say; the critics have already said it all (Gaipa
2004). As our own students have put it, “Who am I to criticize Theda Skocpol? She literally wrote the book on this.”
As a result, our research seeks to ascertain whether there exists a model of writing instruction that is less labor-intensive (and requires lower levels of departmental and instructor
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buy-in) than a fully integrated WAC model, but that nonetheless addresses some of the deficiencies in disciplinary writing knowledge that often accompany first-year composition/
expository writing courses. While outlets like the Journal of Political Science Education have
featured a large number of innovative writing projects and exercises that individual instructors can implement in their classrooms, there has unfortunately been little systematic
research undertaken demonstrating how such strategies or exercises translate into improved
student outcomes or assessing whether they fill the knowledge gaps between general writing
instruction and the standards of writing that appertain in political science.
Nonetheless, what meager evidence does exist is instructive. For example, it has been
observed that a more structured political science curriculum, where specific skills such as
writing are taught and (importantly) reinforced across the undergraduate major, corresponds to a greater level of intellectual growth in students across their college experience
(Breuning, Parker and Ishiyama 2001). Similarly, researchers have noted that clear, targeted
prompts may help students better understand the assignments given to them, particularly in
terms of reader expectations. This can lead to a greater understanding of the types of argumentation required for specific audiences (Anson 2017; Phillips 2017). Students, however,
are rational in how they allocate preparation time, so low-stakes writing exercises may not
be effectively utilized, given the (correct) perception that these will have a minimal impact
on grades (Phillips 2019). Moreover, some research has been skeptical of the effectiveness
of explicitly teaching writing in political science. Blings and Maxey (2017), for instance, find
evidence that in-class discussion may be more effective for preparing students to read and
process research than structured writing assignments, and Phillips (2019) concludes that
even discipline-specific writing skills may not transfer between courses.
Table 1 highlights the potential low-cost strategies that we have identified in our survey of the literature and our colleagues for how to incorporate more writing instruction
into the political science classroom.
Table 1. Potential tools for teaching writing skills.
Potential tool

Possible benefits

Possible limitations

Peer review

Ability to increase writing assigned in large
courses; teaches reviewing as a skill; can
decrease instructor workload

Writing across
the curriculum

Multiple studies showing effectiveness,
signal of support from university
and faculty
Focused on writing skills; taught by trained
faculty instead of disciplinary faculty

Validity and reliability concerns for grading;
can increase instructor workload on
development or if problems; few studies
in social sciences
Ongoing high faculty costs in developing
curriculum and shared governance

Composition-based firstyear writing course
Content-based first-year
writing course
Detailed writing prompts

Balance of writing focus and content;
taught by trained faculty instead of
disciplinary faculty
Makes expectations clear, provides
template for writing

Low-stakes writing
assignments

Encourages experimentation and practice;
allows multiple forms of writing

In-class discussion

Focuses on argumentation and critical
thinking skills specifically

Rubrics

Makes expectations clear; emphasizes skills
transfer and generalizability;
demonstrated effectiveness in
K-12 literature

Limited skills transfer, lack of
student interest
Students more likely to learn facts as
“facts” and not as evidence; potential for
inappropriate skills transfer
May limit skills transfer; few studies in
social sciences (but see Anson 2017;
Phillips 2017)
Students may not take seriously enough to
achieve deliberate practice; few studies
in social sciences (but see Phillips 2019)
Unclear if improved critical thinking
transfers to improved writing; few
studies in social sciences (but see Blings
and Maxey 2017)
May receive faculty resistance; few studies
in social sciences
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Of the above-noted options, employing rubrics as instructional devices is especially
intriguing. Their use is recommended by many teaching and learning centers as well as
faculty development offices, but there is a dearth of empirical studies examining how
rubrics impact student writing at the college level, and specifically within the social sciences. However, the extant literature identifies three essential components of rubrics
across K-12 and higher education classrooms: clear expectations for what counts on the
assignment, a description of different levels of quality, and an associated scoring strategy
(Andrade 2000; Arter and Chappuis 2006; Stiggins 2005). As such, while their most
common use is as a tool for efficiently and objectively evaluating student work (e.g.,
Reitmeier, Svendsen, and Vrchota 2006), there are reasons to believe they may function
as an effective teaching tool when shared with students prior to the completion of an
assignment (Arter and McTighe 2000; Reddy and Andrade 2010; Stiggins 2005).
Yet the extant evidence for their use in this fashion is far from clear-cut. While students generally find having access to a rubric prior to submitting an assignment useful
(Reddy and Andrade 2010; Schneider 2006), certain research suggests it is low-skilled or
struggling students who benefit most from the explicit delineation of expectations that a
rubric provides (Bolton 2006). Other studies evaluate how rubrics affect student perception of mastery or assignment feasibility (see Schneider 2006) but ignore measuring
actual student outcomes on the assignment itself. Meanwhile, Petkov and Petkova
(2006) and Reitmeier, Svendsen and Vrchota (2006) have conducted quasi-experimental
studies that examine the impact of rubric usage on student learning (measured via final
grades on assignments), with both finding a positive effect on student learning for students who received the rubric before the completion of the assignment. However, their
research took place in business and project-oriented classes, which limits its broader
applicability (particularly given the different processes that students engage in to complete a project—likely with a group—versus writing a paper independently). Finally,
there also exist studies that, in assessing the use of rubrics on student writing outcomes,
offer null or contradictory results (Andrade 2001; Green and Bowser 2006).
In their excellent review of studies on rubric usage in higher education, Reddy and
Andrade (2010) lament the focus on evaluation, exclusive of student learning, in the
existing literature. They note that in spite of the potential benefits of using rubrics for
substantial assignments, faculty tend to be reticent about incorporating them into their
teaching toolkit. Indeed, they cite several studies that reference limited faculty engagement as a prime cause for concern regarding the validity of existing, peer-reviewed
studies; one potential result is that unwilling or uninvested faculty may signal their disapproval of the rubric, thereby undermining students’ willingness to use it as a guide
for the work. Moreover, some published studies rely on extremely small samples
(n  20), adversely impacting the degree of certainty claimed.
Consequently, our project seeks to evaluate the effect of introducing disciplinespecific rubrics and instructing students in their use on writing assignments.
Furthermore, unlike most existing studies, we leverage randomization to create the possibility of causal inference. To the best of our knowledge, only one previous paper
resembles the research we have undertaken: Andrade (2001) conducted an experiment
similar to what we describe below among 8th graders. However, given the large intellectual, executive functioning, and maturity gaps between 8th graders and college students,
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Table 2. Descriptive statistics, study 1.
Class year

Expository writing
Gender
International students

1st year: 141 students
2nd year: 25
3rd year: 10
4th year: 4
Completed prior to enrollment in study 1 course: 37
Concurrent with enrollment in study 1 course: 55
Enrolled after completion of study 1 course: 88
Female: 79
Male: 101
Domestic permanent address: 146
International: 34

78.3%
13.9%
5.6%
2.2%
20.6%
30.6%
48.9%
43.9%
56.1%
81.1%
18.9%

implementing the experiment in a higher-education setting is an important test for the
generalizability of her findings.

Study 1: Additional writing instruction
We conducted the first study in a large, introductory lecture-format political science
course offered annually at Harvard College. The class enrolled 180 students, who were all
informed both in lecture and via the course website that they would be enrolled in the
study unless they chose to opt out (which none did). Freshmen and sophomores tend to
take this particular course, though there were some upperclassmen enrolled (see Table 2).
Around 20 percent of students had taken their required expository writing course prior
to enrolling in this course, approximately 30 percent were taking both courses concurrently, and some 50 percent would not enroll in an expository writing course until a later
semester (the latter two categories were largely comprised of first-year students).
Hypotheses
The purpose of this experiment was to test the utility of modest rubric-based interventions on writing performance. If an effect were observed, we hypothesize it could come
about by one of two mechanisms. First, the targeted lessons could result in student
improvement in the specific skills emphasized, but not transfer to other writing skills.
Because of the need to fit within the course’s existing design and the limited number of
assignments, in this study no observation could be taken prior to the initial treatment.
However, the second intervention came between the two assignments, allowing for us to
measure not only the difference between groups but also the improvement between
assignments for the treatment group.
H1a: Students in the treatment group will receive higher scores than the control group on
the “thesis statement” criteria studied in the first lesson, for both the first and
second paper
H1b: Students in the treatment group will both receive higher scores than the control
group on the “counterarguments” criteria for the second paper, and also show a greater
improvement in performance between the two papers on these criteria

An alternative mechanism is that by calling greater attention to writing (i.e., by bringing in an outside instructor), students in the treatment group will pay more attention to
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the writing advice given to them from all sources and will put more effort into the
assignments than students in the control group.
H2: Students in the treatment group will receive higher scores on all criteria than the
control group, and will also show greater improvement between the two interventions on
all criteria

Procedures
All students in the course were required to complete two short (5–7 pages, doublespaced) analytical papers responding to a prompt using course readings as evidence.
Students were made aware of these assignments in the syllabus but did not receive the
prompts until 2 weeks before the deadline. We provided explicit writing instruction to
the treatment group the week the course staff released the paper prompt. While these
short papers were traditionally the assignments utilized in the course, the professor and
teaching assistants (TAs) in prior semesters had not explicitly or intentionally incorporated writing instruction into the discussion sections of the course, which had focused
on reviewing themes from the week’s readings.
We assigned treatment by discussion section. Given the large size of the class, there
were 16 sections (which met weekly for 53 min), with each TA leading two of them.
This course feature made it possible to use a block design, allowing us to more reasonably hold constant any variations among TAs. We assigned treatment by randomly
ordering the 16 sections, and then, starting with the first section, flipping a virtual coin
to determine whether or not the section would be assigned to receive the treatment.
Given that all TAs taught two sections, each TA’s other section was automatically then
given the opposite assignment. This process was repeated until all sections had been
assigned to treatment or control groups.
Independent variable
Prior to implementing the writing lessons, we developed a rubric that delineated the
critical thinking and reading goals we believed were most important in undergraduate
political science, starting with the Association of American Colleges and Universities’
VALUE Rubrics as a model and working in consultation with the course’s instructor
(see Appendix A for the full rubric). We then used the rubric to plan the writing
instruction intervention. We designed the writing lessons to address two critical components of strong political science writing: thesis statements and counterarguments. Two
additional elements of the rubric, namely the use of evidence/sub-arguments and paper
structure, were deliberately not taught directly in these lesson plans. The objectives for
the lessons were as follows:
Lesson 1: Students will be able to:




Describe the purpose of thesis statements in political science papers
Describe the qualities of a strong thesis statement in political science
Write arguable, clear thesis statements

Lesson 2: Students will be able to:


Describe the purpose of addressing counterarguments in political science
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Figure 1. Experimental procedures-study 1.





Identify which authors offer clear counterarguments
Determine which counterarguments require rebuttal
Write effectively about counterarguments in an analytical paper

Two of this paper’s authors taught all of the writing lessons during students’ normal
section times. One researcher was randomly assigned to half of the first lessons and the
second researcher was assigned to teach the remaining sections for the first round. For
the second round, the researchers switched section assignments so that each section was
taught once by each researcher. The researchers provided a 25-min session of direct
writing instruction prior to each paper for every section assigned to the treatment group
(Figure 1). Both lessons utilized a similar format of direct instruction on the rationale
for using thesis statements or counterarguments, followed by a review of the qualities of
exemplary versions of both. Students were then given the opportunity to apply this
information to writing their own thesis statements or counterarguments, while the
researcher circulated in the classroom to provide feedback. In each control section, the
TA spent the equivalent 25 min using traditional instruction methods, focused on a particular course reading and not discussing writing. While there were slight differences in
the distribution of students between the treatment and control groups, the groups were
relatively balanced. However, the overall course grade received was slightly higher for
the control group than the treatment group. But since many factors may affect the final
grade (including the results of an in-class midterm and final), evaluating this outcome
is beyond the present study’s scope.
Dependent variable
After each assignment deadline, we collected student papers and removed any TA comments or identifying information. Next, we generated a final roster from the course’s
website and assigned a random 4-digit identifier (ranging from 1000 to 9999) to each
paper as an anonymous ID. Using these ID numbers, we removed 8 papers from the
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Table 3. Descriptive statistics by treatment/control groups.
Class year

Expository writing
Gender
International students
Final course grade

Students in control sections (n = 84)
1st year: 67
2nd year: 12
3rd year: 4
4th year: 1
Completed prior to enrollment: 16
Concurrent with enrollment: 26
Enrolled after completion: 42
Female: 37
Male: 47
Domestic: 68
International: 16
A: 28
A-: 25
B+: 20
B: 8
B-: 0
C+: 2
Pass: 1

Students in treatment sections (n = 79)
1st year: 61
2nd year: 11
3rd year: 5
4th year: 2
Completed prior to enrollment: 17
Concurrent with enrollment: 25
Enrolled after completion: 37
Female: 37
Male: 42
Domestic: 66
International: 13
A: 16
A-: 24
B+: 23
B: 13
B-: 1
C+: 1
Pass: 1

sample for calibration purposes and then assigned the remaining papers to three experienced TAs that we hired as independent scorers.
All of the scorers had multiple years of teaching experience in the department but
were not TAs for the course under investigation. Given the demonstrated importance of
training in rubric use and calibration (Boulet et al. 2004), we had the scorers participate
in a calibration session with the authors to familiarize themselves with both the rubric
and its proper usage. They were then given their assigned papers, divided as evenly as
possible between them, to score over the course of three weeks. An 8-point grading
scale was used, and scorers were not provided any indication regarding the kind of
intervention given in the course or which criteria were the focus of the study.
The 8 students whose papers were used for the grading calibration were dropped
from the final sample, along with 2 students who enrolled late and whose participation
in either the control or treatment group could not be tracked. An additional 7 papers
(from 7 different students) were dropped due to administrative errors in the scoring
process. This left 163 students (and 326 papers) in the final sample as reflected in
Table 3.
Results
The scorers rated the first papers for the control group slightly higher than the treatment group on their use of thesis statements, and lower on the other criteria. This
reversed for the second paper, with the control group rated lower on thesis statements
but higher than the treatment group on two of the other three criteria (evidence
and structure).
The fact that the treatment group scored better on the two criteria which had explicitly
been included in the lesson plans is in-line with the expectations of Hypothesis 1 b and
(partially) Hypothesis 1a. However, the differences between both groups are relatively
small given the distribution of scores, and as such the differences in means between the
treatment and control groups are not statistically significant for any of the criteria scored
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Table 4. Mean rubric scores, study 1, difference in means.
Paper 1
Thesis statements
Evidence
Counterarguments
Structure

0.06
0.12
0.18
0.18

(0.26)
(0.25)
(0.31)
(0.36)

Paper 2
0.12
0.17
0.28
0.12

(0.26)
(0.22)
(0.32)
(0.25)

Difference-in-difference,
paper 1 to paper 2
0.18
0.29
0.10
0.30

(0.37)
(0.31)
(0.44)
(0.36)

8-point scale; n (control) ¼ 84, n (treatment) ¼ 79.
Difference in means reported as treatment minus control; cluster-robust standard errors reported.
Note: We report the rounded difference between the means in the last column, not the difference between the rounded
means in the earlier columns.

p < .05.

Figure 2. Differences between groups, study 1.

(see Table 4). While the papers tended to improve for almost all criteria for both groups
(though seemingly slightly more so for the treatment group on the specific criteria taught
in the lesson), here again the variance in scores is too great to draw any firm conclusions
(Figure 2).

Study 2: Instructor-led model 1 rubric instruction
For our second study, we looked at the potential impact of an instructor-led model; this
is in contrast to the first study, where explicit writing instruction was done in-class but
by outside teachers. This study was designed to help us specifically measure the impact
of discussing the assignment rubric and associated grading expectations with students
on their writing outcomes. We conducted the second study in another large, lectureformat political science course (also at Harvard College). This class had 101 students
enrolled, and all were informed both in lecture and via the course website that they
would be enrolled in the study unless they chose to opt out, which 6 students did
(resulting in 95 potential study participants). Unlike the first course, this one is required
for all political science majors and is typically taken in the sophomore year (Table 5).
Thus, the vast majority (91%) of students were in their second year and/or had already
completed their required expository writing courses (95%).
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Table 5. Descriptive statistics, study 2.
Class year
Expository writing
Gender
International students

2nd year: 86 students
3rd year: 7
4th year: 2
Completed prior to enrollment in study 2 course: 90
Concurrent with enrollment in study 2 course: 1
Enrolled after completion of study 2 course: 4
Female: 47
Male: 48
Domestic permanent address: 85
International: 10

This course uniquely relied on small (8–10 students) discussion sections in which a
graduate student TA provided 113 min of instruction per week, supported by a onceweekly, hour-and-a-half lecture given by a faculty member. The TAs and the faculty member met once per week for an hour-and-a-half to discuss the standardized writing objectives
for the week and to share strategies for dissecting the assigned readings with students.
Furthermore, all writing assignments in the course required students to submit a first draft
(worth 5% of their grade) and a revised draft (worth 15% of their grade), the intention being
to give students the opportunity to implement the writing feedback received from their TA.
Hypotheses
The purpose of this study was to test the effect of explicitly using a rubric as an instructional tool. By teaching a lesson on one specific aspect of writing to both the treatment
and control group, but only signaling to the treatment group that the rubric could be
used as a resource for student writing (and offering suggestions on how to do so), we
can measure the effect of this specific, one-time lesson.
H3a: Students in the treatment and control group will receive similar scores on the paper
written prior to the rubric instruction
H3b: Students in the treatment group will score higher than students in the control group
on the specific rubric criterion taught in class and will show a greater improvement
between papers on this criterion

It is also possible that students would demonstrate some degree of skills transfer, and
that receiving rubric instruction might cause them to improve on multiple rubric criteria. However, the research design does not allow us to elucidate the mechanisms necessary to confidently make such an inference. In particular, as in study 1, calling greater
attention to writing by spending more time on writing instruction may simply signal to
students that they should expend more effort on their written assignments. Although
the differential in the amount of instruction time between the two groups is much less
than in study 1, the observable implications would be the same if students successfully
transferred what they learned from one criterion to the others on the rubric. Thus, findings in support of H4 below would be interesting and provide evidence against a null
effect but would necessitate further research to explain the specific mechanisms.
H4: Students in the treatment group will score higher than students in the control group
on all rubric criteria taught in class and will show a greater improvement between papers
on all criteria
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Procedures
Similar to the course in the first study, this course had 16 sections. Six TAs taught two
sections each, allowing us to implement the same blocked design for treatment assignment as in study 1. The remaining four TAs each taught one section. In order to include
these sections in the study, we paired them based on teaching experience. We paired the
two experienced TAs and the two first-time TAs for treatment assignment, resulting in
one experienced TA section assigned to treatment and one experienced TA section
assigned to control. The same occurred for the first-time TA sections. Otherwise, we used
the same protocol as for the first study to assign each section to a treatment condition.
Independent variable
In order to test the effect of explicitly reviewing rubrics with students on writing quality, we assigned TAs to review the row of the rubric covering counterarguments with
their students after teaching a lesson on crafting counterarguments in political science
writing. The control sections received the same writing instruction (see Appendix C for
sample lesson plan) and had online access to the rubric, but did not at any time receive
explicit directions on using the rubric to evaluate their own writing. In both cases, students were asked to review the same materials on counterarguments, and they were
asked to give an evaluation of potential counterarguments to a thesis; in the treatment
group only, students were asked to put this evaluation in terms of the rubric.
The draft and revision structure to the writing assignments in this course allowed us
to take advantage of establishing a baseline for each student’s writing before scoring
their final paper. All students in the course were required to submit a first draft of a
reading analysis assignment, and received a grade as well as written feedback from their
TA on it. The release of grades and feedback and the deadline for the revised version
were standardized for all sections. The rubric instruction for the treatment group
occurred during the week between when students received feedback on their draft and
when they were expected to resubmit an updated version (Figure 3).
As in study 1, the treatment and control groups were relatively well-balanced, including
on final course grade received. However, the random assignment of sections led to a slight
gender imbalance, with the control group having a greater share of female students and the
treatment group having a greater share of male students. While there is no specific theoretical reason to be concerned about this, it does introduce a small potential risk to the study’s
reliability on a covariate that has had effects in other studies of writing.
Dependent variable
As with the first study, hired scorers each had multiple years of teaching experience in
the department but were not TAs for the course under investigation.2 The researchers
led an in-person calibration session with the three scorers, followed by an independent
calibration session in which scorers received clarifying feedback from the researchers
on the precise use of the rubric. Each scorer was then randomly assigned around
one-third of the papers (both draft and revised versions; scorers were not made aware
of which papers were drafts and which were revisions). A more detailed rubric was
used for this study, containing eight criteria instead of four. The new rubric was
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Figure 3. Experimental procedures-study 2.
Table 6. Descriptive statistics, study 2, by treatment/control groups.
Class year
Expository writing
Gender
International students
Final course grade

Control sections (n ¼ 44)
2nd year: 43
3rd year: 1
4th year: 0
Completed prior to enrollment: 43
Concurrent with enrollment: 1
Enrolled after completion: 0
Female: 26
Male: 18
Domestic: 38
International: 6
A: 23
A: 10
Bþ: 6
B: 4
B: 1
Pass: 0

Treatment sections (n ¼ 47)
2nd year: 40
3rd year: 5
4th year: 2
Completed prior to enrollment: 43
Concurrent with enrollment: 0
Enrolled after completion: 4
Female: 18
Male: 29
Domestic: 43
International: 4
A: 25
A: 14
Bþ: 4
B: 3
B: 0
Pass: 1

developed with assistance of the university’s center for teaching and learning and was
in-line with the course instructor’s specific goals. As before, an 8-point grading scale
was used, and scorers were not given any indication as to the kind of intervention
utilized in the course or which criterion was the focus of the study.
The 4 students whose papers were used for the grading calibration were dropped from
the final sample, leaving 91 students (and 182 papers) available for evaluation (Table 6).
The difference between scores from students’ drafts to their revised reading analyses
on the rubric criterion detailing counterarguments serves as the outcome measure for
improved student writing. Scores were also measured for the 7 other criteria in the
course’s writing rubric (see Appendix A for the full rubric):



Thesis statements
Strength and logic of paper introduction
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Use of relevant and accurate evidence
Summary and citation
Organization
Understanding of course content
Grammar and spelling

Results
The initial variations between the two groups do not show sufficient evidence to accept
any of the hypotheses (Figure 4), and there is no statistically significant difference in the
change in scores between the two groups. In general, the treatment group outperformed
the control group on five of the eight measured criteria (Table 7). Although Table 7 does
not explicitly show this, the aspect of the rubric that was emphasized (counterarguments)
was the aspect that received the lowest overall scores on both the draft and revision
(increasing from a mean of 4.61 to 5.59 for the control group and from a mean of 4.94 to
Table 7. Rubric scores, study 2, difference in means.

Thesis statements
Introduction
Evidence
Counterargument
Summary and citation
Organization
Course Content
Grammar and Spelling

Draft

Revision

0.37 (0.26)
0.05 (0.30)
0.19 (0.26)
0.32 (0.37)
0.54 (0.26)
<0.01 (0.28)
0.04 (0.25)
0.10 (0.23)

0.16 (0.28)
0.08 (0.23)
0.05 (0.24)
0.11 (0.30)
0.48 (0.24)
0.14 (0.27)
0.16 (0.24)
0.25 (0.22)

Difference-in-difference,
draft to revision
0.20
0.12
0.25
0.21
0.05
0.14
0.12
0.14

(0.33)
(0.29)
(0.31)
(0.43)
(0.28)
(0.39)
(0.29)
(0.29)

8-point scale; n (control) ¼ 44, n (treatment) ¼ 47.
Difference in means reported as treatment minus control; cluster-robust standard errors reported.
Note: We report the rounded difference between the means in the last column, not the difference between the rounded
means in the earlier columns.
p < .05.

Figure 4. Differences between groups, study 2.
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5.70 for the treatment group). The greatest improvement seemed to come on this criterion
as well, but this may be an artifact of the lower mean scores on the draft.

Alternate explanations
Demographics
We also examined whether individual-level attributes may have affected student performance. Our data allowed us to look at student class year, gender, and international
status. As with treatment assignment, the level of variance and sample size did not
return results that were statistically significant at conventional levels, and should thus
be treated as only suggestive.
In the introductory-level course,3 more senior student cohorts did not necessarily
perform better than first-year students. In fact, on three of the four measures, the mean
scores in study 1 declined from the first to the second paper for upperclassmen while
improving for first-year students (see Appendix B, Table B1).
There were some gender differences between the two groups in the introductory
course, with male students scoring marginally better than female students on three of
the categories and more than a full point better on the use of counterarguments. The
gap had closed by the second paper, except for a smaller differential that remained on
counterarguments. For the upper-level course, gender differences were less pronounced
on both the draft and revision. Interestingly, the only criterion with a consistent gender
gap in this course was again counterarguments, which was the subject of the rubric
instruction. While our data cannot provide conclusive evidence of a gender-based disparity, they do suggest that future studies should be mindful of the interaction between
gender and other factors affecting writing evaluations and/or performance (see
Appendix B, Tables B2 and B3).
Differences between international and domestic students were relatively small, particularly in the introductory course. Nonetheless, one divergence that may require further exploration is that international students in study 2 showed considerably less
improvement between the draft and revision than domestic students (see Appendix B,
Tables B4 and B5).
Other writing courses
We also explored whether the kind of expository writing course that students took
might have had a relationship to the writing skills demonstrated. Students at Harvard
College have two options for meeting their expository writing requirement. Most take a
semester-long traditional Expository Writing course. Each section of the course has a
theme and a fixed set of readings, though students are told they will not be learning the
theme in depth but using it as “a substantive intellectual occasion for writing.”
These sections are taught by a wide range of faculty, and while a plurality have training in the humanities, many instructors have backgrounds in the social and natural sciences. If students’ primary exposure to writing instruction is coming from a teacher
knowledgeable about social science writing practices, it seems plausible that the skills
taught, and feedback received, would transfer more readily to political science courses.
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We were able to account for whether each student had taken an Expository Writing
course with a social science-trained instructor or an instructor from another academic
background.4
H5a: Students who took an Expository Writing course from a social science instructor will
receive higher scores on all criteria than students taking the course from an instructor
trained in the humanities or natural sciences
H5b: Students who took an Expository Writing course from a social science instructor will
show greater improvement on all criteria than students taking the course from an
instructor trained in the humanities or natural sciences

In study 1, students with exposure to social science-based expository writing actually
scored lower on three of the four criteria on the first paper. However, these students
did seem to show a greater improvement on all criteria than students taking/having
taken expository writing from instructors in other fields, with the latter group showing
almost no change between papers (Table 8).
Study 2 yielded similar results, with most criteria reflecting minor differences between
draft and revision for students who took their writing course with a social science
instructor and those who did not. Both sets of students improved on the criterion of
counterarguments, resulting in the smallest difference between the two groups’ change
in score (Table 9). However, while not explicitly shown in Table 9, the nonsocial science
instructed students improved more than their social science instructed counterparts
(increasing from a mean of 4.97 to 5.97, as compared to an increase from 4.60 to 5.53
for the latter group). Moreover, students enrolled in social science expository writing
Table 8. Mean rubric scores, study 1, expository writing instructor differences.
Paper 1
Thesis Statements
Evidence
Counterarguments
Structure

0.25
0.38
0.64
0.49

(0.34)
(0.39)
(0.44)
(0.39)

Paper 2
0.43
0.18
0.29
0.35

(0.34)
(0.34)
(0.49)
(0.37)

Difference-in-Difference,
Paper 1 to Paper 2
0.18
0.56
0.34
0.85

(0.52)
(0.51)
(0.63)
(0.52)

8-point scale; n (nonsocial science) ¼ 50, n (social science) ¼ 32.
Difference in means reported as social science minus nonsocial science; cluster-robust standard errors reported.
Note: We report the rounded difference between the means in the last column, not the difference between the rounded
means in the earlier columns.
p < .05.

Table 9. Mean rubric scores, study 2, expository writing instructor differences.
Draft
Thesis Statements
Introduction
Evidence
Counterargument
Summary and citation
Organization
Course Content
Grammar and Spelling

0.49
0.76
0.04
0.37
0.01
0.16
0.34
0.17

(0.27)
(0.29)
(0.28)
(0.39)
(0.27)
(0.28)
(0.27)
(0.26)

Revision
0.39
0.22
0.45
0.43
0.12
0.73
0.46
0.11

(0.30)
(0.24)
(0.24)
(0.32)
(0.27)
(0.26)
(0.26)
(0.24)

Difference-in-difference,
draft to revision
0.10
0.55
0.41
0.07
0.13
0.56
0.13
0.29

(0.35)
(0.31)
(0.34)
(0.46)
(0.30)
(0.44)
(0.33)
(0.30)

8-point scale; n (nonsocial science) ¼ 60, n (social science) ¼ 34.
Difference in means reported as social science minus nonsocial science; cluster-robust standard errors reported.
Note: We report the rounded difference between the means in the last column, not the difference between the rounded
means in the earlier columns.
p < .05.
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Table 10. Mean rubric scores, study 1, Expository Studio differences.
Paper 1
Thesis statements
Evidence
Counterarguments
Structure

0.77
1.40
0.69
1.04

(0.47)
(0.45)
(0.50)
(0.52)

Paper 2
0.20
1.42
1.15
1.03

(0.41)
(0.41)
(0.40)
(0.45)

Difference-in-Difference,
Paper 1 to Paper 2
0.97
0.02
0.45
0.01

(0.64)
(0.55)
(0.67)
(0.67)

8-point scale; n (studio) ¼ 13, n (treatment) ¼ 150.
Difference in means reported as Expository Studio minus traditional Expository Writing; cluster-robust standard
errors reported.
Note: We report the rounded difference between the means in the last column, not the difference between the rounded
means in the earlier columns.
p < .05.

courses exhibited a decrease in the change of their scores relative to their nonsocial science peers on two criteria.
Meanwhile, about 10 percent of students enroll in a studio-based, year-long course.
This course is meant for those of them who, for a variety of reasons, have less writing
preparation prior to college or feel that their writing experience is in areas that are less
resonant in college courses (e.g., those who have primarily creative writing or journalistic
writing backgrounds). Whether students opted in due to general-skills deficits or apprehension about writing, we expected that students who were taking or had taken this
course would demonstrate overall weaker baseline writing skills on the measured criteria.
H6: Students who had taken (or concurrently took) Expository Studio courses will receive
lower scores on all criteria

In the introductory course,5 the subset of students who had taken or were taking
Expository Studio did indeed receive noticeably lower scores on all criteria than did students in traditional expository courses and showed similar changes between the two
papers in the study—with one notable exception, as students in Expository Studio
courses did seem to show a comparatively large improvement in writing thesis statements between the two papers (Table 10).
Spillover effects
We cannot discount the possibility that students in the treatment groups conferred
about the writing instruction they received with students in the control groups. Indeed,
in an experiment being conducted in a randomized classroom setting, this sort of
potential spillover is virtually impossible to avoid. However, we are fairly confident that
the impact, if there was any, was not large. First of all, neither the students in the treatment or control groups knew exactly what outcomes would be measured for experimental purposes. Second, and more significantly, even if students in the treatment group
discussed their instruction with peers in the non-treatment group, simply knowing that
the former group stressed “counterarguments” on a specific date would not be of much
help absent the actual instruction and associated in-section feedback.

Conclusion
Writing is a core component of students’ college experience, and as more students gain
the opportunity to access higher education, college instructors are bound to encounter
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increasing diversity in student writing abilities. In this research, we tested the effectiveness of two different strategies for teaching writing in the political science classroom.
Our first study examined the effect of rubric-based instruction that emphasized two key
writing skills—thesis statements and counterarguments—on student writing. Our second
study focused more generally on the role of rubrics, analyzing the effect instruction in
using a rubric had on the quality of students’ written assignments. While we did find
that students who received direct instruction marginally improved their performance in
the categories featured in their lessons, our results do not allow us to reject the null
hypotheses (that there is no relationship between direct instruction and improved student outcomes) for either study.
It must also be acknowledged that the students we studied may differ in some respects
from the broader universe of undergraduates in the United States. Notably, because they
are enrolled at a highly selective private university, it might be expected that they arrived
on campus with already relatively developed writing skills. Among other consequences,
this may cause us to understate the effects of writing instruction, creating a “ceiling effect”
on the potential size of the impact among this particular population.
Given a lack of measured statistical significance, the implications of our studies for
teaching are at best suggestive and preliminary. There is no evidence provided by this
research that one-time interventions such as leading an in-class or extracurricular writing workshop, meetings with a writing tutor, or exercises to practice writing are enough
to make a meaningful impact on student writing skills, nor is there contradictory evidence. However, there did appear to be some improvement on the specific skills taught,
suggesting that the use of targeted, rubric-based writing practice deserves further exploration. Therefore, we see our contribution to the literature as having established a novel
protocol for testing the sorts of interventions outlined above. If more conclusive evidence of an effect is found, directors of undergraduate studies and departmental curriculum committees could advocate for the incorporation of relatively small but iterative
practice assignments into core or “gateway” courses for the major. Similarly, at comprehensive institutions, future TAs could be trained from an early point in their graduate
programs on how to incorporate the teaching of minimally disruptive writing skills into
the classroom as part of their professional development.
Additional research is therefore needed not only to further test and refine our
hypotheses, but also to ascertain their applicability across a more diverse array of undergraduate institutions. The first part may be accomplished by increasing the number of
observations through studying larger classes and administering more frequent or intensive treatments (i.e., repeated lessons, frequent follow-up assignments, etc.). The second
part may be tested through expanding participation in the study to political science
departments at other colleges and universities. In conclusion, we take our initial results
to suggest that time-intensive curriculum planning and skill-only focused courses may
not be the only ways to teach students the disciplinary writing skills that are important
for success in college and beyond.

Notes
1. This mirrors approaches to writing-as-critical thinking in other disciplines; see, for example:
Emig 1977; Bangert-Drowns, Hurley, and Wilkinson 2004; Fry and Villagomez 2012; Hebert,
Simpson, and Graham 2013; and Arnold et al. 2017.
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2. A different set of scorers was employed for each study, but the calibration process was kept
the same. All scorers within a given study were current Ph.D. students enrolled in the
department, and all were the same gender (all male in study 1, all female in study 2).
3. The small number of students taking the course in study 2 outside their second year (8 of
91) does not permit a meaningful measurement of average differences and is not
considered here.
4. In the first study, a number of students were taking this class concurrently, or did not take it
until after the course studied here (the latter are excluded from results).
5. The number of students in the upper-level course who had taken Expository Studio (4 of 91)
is too small to allow a meaningful measurement of average differences, and is not
considered here.
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Excellent (8-7 pts)

The thesis statement:

directly responds to all of or a
significant portion of the
prompt with a sophisticated
argument

puts forth arguable or falsifiable
claims

is explicit, readily identifiable,
and appears early on in the
paper (first couple of
paragraphs)
Evidence and subarguments:

are ample, sufficiently relevant
and logical, so as to
be convincing

connect to the thesis through
explanation and analysis,
including discussion
of mechanisms

are cited properly and drawn
from credible sources

Does the paper consider The paper:
counterarguments?

acknowledges relevant
counterarguments and/or
counterexamples

explicitly states implications for
the writer’s argument

provides nuanced responses
that further the
thesis statement
Does the structure of
This paper contains:
the paper match

clear paragraph transitions
the argument?

clear signals as to how the
argument is progressing
throughout the paper

defined key terms

consistent use of concepts
throughout the paper

Does the paper
effectively use
subarguments
and evidence?

Does the paper have
a clear thesis
statement?

Study 1

Appendix A: Scoring rubrics



































mostly clear paragraph transitions 
logic and concepts that are mostly
on topic and related to thesis


are sufficient, relevant and logical,
so as to be mostly convincing
connect to the thesis and one
another; some tangential
arguments or evidence may
be present
There may be some repetition of
source’s arguments, but overall,
the evidence is used in support of
own argument
are identifiably cited and drawn
from credible sources
acknowledges counterarguments
and/or counterexamples
implicitly acknowledges
implications for the
writer’s argument
responds to each, though the
sophistication varies







Good (6-5 pts)
clearly responds to the major
points in the prompt, though may
miss a major detail, or lack
sophistication in its argument
puts forth arguable or
falsifiable claims
OR meets excellent criteria but
with an implicit thesis statement
that requires rereading to identify
or interpret



Adequate (4-3 pts)

unclear paragraph transitions to signal
how the argument is developing
connections to the main argument
but subarguments are not linked to
one another
grammar/sentence structure may
significantly distract from the clarity
of the paper








acknowledges counterarguments

inadequately addresses the
counterarguments in support of thesis



may be limited in number, but

support the overall argument
are accurately summarized but lack
accompanying analysis

do not further the author’s argument;
simply summarizes existing arguments
Some citations missing or unclear


addresses components of the prompt, 
though may fail to address
major components
is descriptive and not arguable or
falsifiable OR requires multiple
readings to identify or interpret
structure may interfere with the
clarity of the argument

Poor (2-1 pts)

no cohesive, main
argument
limited or no transitions
no analytical links
between subarguments
grammar/sentence
structure significantly
distracts from the clarity
of the paper

does not acknowledge
counterarguments

do not support the
overall argument OR are
not provided
lack a connection
between the evidence
and the author’s thesis
simply repeats existing
arguments without any
added analysis
Some or all citations
missing or unclear

fails to address the
prompt OR there is no
clear thesis statement
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Does the author provide
relevant, substantial,
accurately interpreted
evidence from course
readings/lecture?

Does the introduction
pose a question or
problem that makes
the paper’s
argument necessary?

Does the paper have a
clear thesis statement
that answers the
question, is falsifiable,
and not self-evident?

Study 2

Excellent (8-7 pts)

The thesis statement:

directly responds to all of or a
significant portion of the prompt
with a sophisticated argument
that is not self-evident

puts forth arguable or
falsifiable claims

is explicit, readily identifiable,
and appears early on in the
paper (first couple
of paragraphs)
The introduction:

introduces a question or
problem that meaningfully
justifies the paper’s topic
and argument

logically builds to the
thesis statement

reflects a nuanced
understanding of the
implications of the topic
and argument
The evidence is:

is ample, sufficiently relevant
and logical, so as to
be convincing

connect to the topic through
explanation and analysis,
including discussion
of mechanisms

evenly distributed throughout
the paper to support all
subarguments

accurately interpreted in the
context of the course lecture
and readings
















are sufficient, relevant and logical,
so as to be mostly convincing
some subarguments may be fully
supported with evidence, while
others may have missed
opportunities to include
additional evidence
generally accurate, though may not
reflect a nuanced understanding of
the evidence

introduces a question or problem

that justifies the paper’s topic
and argument
builds up to the thesis statement,

though the connection between the
problem or question and the thesis 
statement may wander slightly
reflects a solid understanding of the
implications of the topic
and argument





Good (6-5 pts)
clearly responds to the major points 
in the prompt, though may miss a
major detail, or lack sophistication
in its argument
puts forth arguable or falsifiable

claims OR meets excellent criteria
but with an implicit thesis
statement that requires rereading

to identify or interpret



Adequate (4-3 pts)





may be limited in number, but

support the overall argument
unevenly distributed throughout

the paper, with some subarguments
going unsupported
occasionally inaccurately interpreted

attempts to justify the paper’s
argument, but may fail to do so
convincingly
may not logically build to the
thesis statement
reflects a minimal understanding of
the implications of the topic
and argument

addresses components of the
prompt, though may fail to address
major components; may be
self-evident
is descriptive and not arguable or
falsifiable OR requires multiple
readings to identify or interpret
structure may interfere with the
clarity of the argument

Poor (2-1 pts)

(continued)

not relevant to the topic
or subarguments
repeats existing
arguments without any
added analysis OR there is
no clear use of evidence
to support the thesis

fails to pose a question or
problem that justifies the
paper’s argument OR
there is no clear
introduction

fails to address the
prompt OR there is no
clear thesis statement
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Does the paper
demonstrate evidence
of proofreading and
correct grammar
and spelling?

Does the paper
demonstrate a nuanced
understanding of the
concepts covered in
the course?

Is the overall
organizationcoherent
and logically
supportive of
the thesis?

Does the paper engage
with authors’
arguments, identifying
areas of agreement
and disagreement,
concluding with an
arguable viewpoint?

Does the author succinctly
summarize or
paraphrase and
meaningfully, but
sparingly, quote
properly cited evidence?

Continued.

Excellent (8-7 pts)

The paper:

acknowledges relevant
counterarguments and/or
counterexamples

explicitly states implications for
the writer’s argument

provides nuanced responses that
further the thesis statement
This paper contains:

clear paragraph transitions

clear signals as to how the
argument is progressing
throughout the paper

defined key terms

consistent use of concepts
throughout the paper
The evidence and analysis:

evinces a strong command of
course content

demonstrates student’s ability to
apply course concepts in new
contexts to advance
their argument

stems from multiple sources to
support a single argument,
suggesting a student’s ability to
integrate multiple ideas
Grammar, spelling, and
sentence structure:

meets conventional academic
writing standards

There may be 1 or 2 small
errors, but they do not interfere
with the clarity of the paper

Good (6-5 pts)

evinces understanding of the
course content
demonstrates the ability to use the
course content in the context in
which it was presented

generally, meets conventional
academic writing, though the
writing may occasionally be too
informal or minimally interfere
with clarity
There may be a few (2þ) errors
that catch the reader’s attention,
but do not significantly interfere
with clarity









mostly clear paragraph transitions
logic and concepts that are mostly
on topic and related to thesis











cited properly, with one or two

minor errors
presented in a variety of formats

(quoting, paraphrasing, and
summarizing)
may be occasionally quoted when
exact phrasing from the original
author is not necessary
acknowledges counterarguments

and/or counterexamples
implicitly acknowledges implications
for the writer’s argument
responds to each, though the
sophistication varies










The evidence is:


cited properly

quoted when exact phrasing is

crucial to making the
author’s point

otherwise succinctly paraphrased 
or summarized

Adequate (4-3 pts)














grammar/sentence structure may

significantly distract from the clarity
of the paper

suggests students understand a
majority of course content, though
some misunderstandings may
be evident
is not integrated so as to suggest
the student may not fully
understand the connections
between concepts

unclear paragraph transitions to
signal how the argument
is developing
connections to the main argument
but subarguments are not linked to
one another

acknowledges counterarguments,
but inadequately addresses the
counterarguments in support
of thesis

only adequately cited, with several
instances of unattributed works
excessively quoted OR inaccurately
paraphrased or summarized

Poor (2-1 pts)

grammar/sentence
structure significantly
distracts from the clarity
of the paper
reflects carelessness and
lack of attention to detail

reflects a deep
misunderstanding of
course content

no cohesive, main
argument
limited or no transitions
no analytical links
between subarguments

does not acknowledge
counterarguments

limited or no citations
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Appendix B: Demographic covariates
Table B1. Mean rubric scores, study 1, class year differences.
Paper 1

Thesis Statements
Evidence
Counterarguments
Structure

Change from Paper 1
to Paper 2

Paper 2

First-Year
Mean

Upperclass
Mean

First-Year
Mean

Upperclass
Mean

First-Year
Mean

Upperclass
Mean

5.83
5.23
4.36
5.33

5.66
5.51
4.60
5.43

5.80
5.72
4.81
5.76

5.51
5.26
4.17
5.57

0.03
þ0.49
þ0.45
þ0.43

0.14
0.26
0.43
þ0.14

8-point scale; n (first year) ¼ 128, n (upperclass) ¼ 35.

Table B2. Mean rubric scores, study 1, gender differences.
Paper 1
Thesis Statements
Evidence
Counterarguments
Structure

Female Mean
5.73
5.05
3.82
5.15

Change from Paper 1
to Paper 2

Paper 2

Male Mean
5.84
5.48
4.90
5.52

Female Mean
5.89
5.64
4.43
5.72

Male Mean
5.61
5.61
4.88
5.72

Female Mean
0.16
0.58
0.61
0.57

Male Mean
0.24
0.12
0.02
0.20

8-point scale; n (female) ¼ 74, n (male) ¼ 89.

Table B3. Mean rubric scores, study 2, gender differences.
Draft
Counterargument
Thesis Statements
Introduction
Evidence
Summary and citation
Organization
Course Content
Grammar and Spelling

Revision

Change from Draft to Revision

Female Mean

Male Mean

Female Mean

Male Mean

Female Mean

Male Mean

4.64
6.55
6.25
6.00
6.34
5.98
5.89
7.14

4.91
6.79
5.98
6.02
6.66
6.02
6.06
6.89

5.48
6.66
6.57
6.34
6.95
6.11
6.36
7.25

5.81
6.49
6.47
6.74
6.96
6.21
6.55
7.11

0.84
0.11
0.32
0.34
0.61
0.14
0.48
0.11

0.89
0.30
0.49
0.72
0.30
0.19
0.49
0.21

8-point scale; n (female) ¼ 44, n (male) ¼ 47.

Table B4. Mean rubric scores, study 1, international status differences.
Paper 1

Thesis Statements
Evidence
Counterarguments
Structure

Change from Paper 1
to Paper 2

Paper 2

Domestic
Mean

International
Mean

Domestic
Mean

International
Mean

Domestic
Mean

International
Mean

5.75
5.29
4.36
5.36

5.97
5.28
4.66
5.31

5.70
5.64
4.72
5.73

5.90
5.52
4.48
5.66

0.05
þ0.35
þ0.36
þ0.37

0.07
þ0.24
0.17
þ0.34

8-point scale; n (domestic) ¼ 134, n (international) ¼ 29.
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Table B5. Mean rubric scores, study 2, international status differences.
Draft

Counterargument
Thesis Statements
Introduction
Evidence
Summary and citation
Organization
Course Content
Grammar and Spelling

Domestic
Mean
4.78
6.63
6.06
6.04
6.53
5.99
6.00
7.06

International
Mean
4.80
7.00
6.50
5.80
6.30
6.10
5.80
6.60

Revision
Domestic
Mean
5.75
6.62
6.53
6.65
7.00
6.21
6.56
7.20

International
Mean
4.80
6.20
6.40
5.70
6.60
5.80
5.70
7.00

Change from Draft to Revision
Domestic
Mean
0.98
0.01
0.47
0.62
0.47
0.22
0.56
0.14

International
Mean
0.00
0.80
0.10
0.10
0.30
0.30
0.10
0.40

8-point scale; n (domestic) ¼ 81, n (international) ¼ 10.

Appendix C: Sample lesson plan
Objectives
Writing Objective:
Students will be able to:

Craft counterarguments that acknowledge and respond
to other author’s perspectives
Research Objectives:
Students will be able to:

Explain the fundamental problem of causal inference

Identify how randomization overcomes the problem

Materials:

Counterarguments handout

Causal inference handout

Lesson Activity

Questions/Details/Descriptions

Student Actions

Writing Instruction:
Control (20–25 min)

Introduction (5 minutes)

Explain that in the second draft, we will be grading
them on their ability to make counterarguments.
Point out this line in the criteria for success table.

Have them read through the strategies for
counterarguments and the format for counterarguments.
Practice (10-15 minutes)

Have them work in pairs to:
䊊
Draft an argument you can use to respond to the
following question: Can the negative impacts
of diversity be overcome? How?
䊏
NOTE: I deliberately called this an “argument”
and not a thesis so that they don’t get hung
up spending time writing a perfect thesis. I had
the people that are going to do the rubric
“treatment” in mind with this. For the “control”
people, you could always change this to thesis
on the hand-out and allow them to take the
time to craft a good thesis. It’s your call based
on how much time you want to allot.
䊊
Use the authors from this and last week to find
at least one piece of evidence to support
the argument. Identify and analyze the evidence.
䊊
Use the readings from this or last week,
acknowledge and respond to at least one
counterargument to your position.

Peer writing

Optional based on time allotted: Debrief (5 minutes)

Have one pair write their counterargument on
the board and talk through which of the
strategies they used.

Have the class evaluate the counterargument
on the board, thinking through what makes it
strong or weak and considering the strategies taught.

(continued)
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Continued.
Lesson Activity

Questions/Details/Descriptions

Student Actions

Writing Instruction:
Treatment (20–25 min)

Introduction (5 minutes)

Introduce the rubric, and give students copies
(electronic or on paper). Let them know that
we are using this rubric to break out how
to assess their work against the CFS.

Explain that in the second draft, we will be
grading them on their ability to make
counterarguments. Point out this line
in the rubric.

Have them read through the strategies
for counterarguments and the format
for counterarguments.
Practice (10-15 minutes)

Have them work in pairs to:
䊊
Read through the two examples
of counterarguments
䊊
Assess the examples against the rubric
䊊
Discuss how many points they would
give each example, and what makes
each example successful/not successful
Optional based on time allotted: Debrief (5 minutes)

Discuss students’ assessment of the
counterarguments. Encourage them to
think through what is strong about these
counterarguments and how they
could improve them.

Peer writing, rubric review

